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SYNOPSIS
Everyone loves Zeki Müller (Elyas M’Barek) at the Goethe Comprehensive School, but he’s beginning to lose enthusiasm for his accidental vocation: waking up early, delinquent students and endless paperwork. And now, overly-ambitious Principal Gerster (Katja Riemann) has set her sights on stealing the Thailand school partnership away from the elite Schiller School. Her dream: to boost the image of her derelict school in order to become the model for the Ministry of Education’s new public campaign. Müller and Schnabelstedt (Karoline Herfurth) are condemned to accompany the class on a trip to a remote Thai village.

Chantal (Jella Haase), Zeynep (Gizem Emre), Danger (Max von der Groeben) & Co. are in prime form during their first trip abroad, rampantly displaying their full spectrum of social incompetence and cultural ignorance. And if that wasn’t enough already for Zeki, to have to deal with the constant teachers vs. students war, he also has to lead the charge against the snobby Schiller School and their pompous über-Teacher, Hauke Wölki (Volker Bruch) - whose sole goal is to end Müller’s career!

Bora Dagtekin’s first comedy as a writer, WHERE IS FRED, hit the big screen in 2006. His debut feature, TURKISH FOR BEGINNERS – THE MOVIE, based on a series he created, became the most successful German movie of 2012, receiving Bambi Award, Video Champion Award and Bavarian movie audience award. FACK JU GOEHTE 1, Dagtekin’s second feature as writer/director, became one of the top ten grossing German Films of all time.